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A PLACE FOR 
YOUR EVENT

Located in the heart of Melbourne, the east end of the city, 
Melbourne Place is a boutique hotel offering 191 luxury rooms, 

an array of meeting and events spaces and unparalleled 
hospitality services.

 Our dedicated team will bring your special event to life in a 
contemporary setting suited to celebrate any affair, product launch, 

party, corporate event or play host to an enterprising soirée. 

We look forward to welcoming you and your guests to experience 
the urban style and vibrant elegance of Melbourne Place. 
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A PLACE 
TO MEET

Effortlessly blending contemporary feel, cutting edge technology 
and experienced hospitality. Melbourne Place is host to versatile 

meeting and events spaces for those important gatherings needing a 
touch of style. Each room can be tailored with seating and advanced 

AV to suit your event requirements.

Enjoy high speed wi-fi, presentation technology, advanced sound 
system, blackout curtains and custom lighting preferences.

Parties, Meetings & Event at Melbourne Place
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A PLACE 
TO PARTY

Celebrate the moment in the perfect place to toast any 
occasion, party the day or night away in a place filled with style 

and vivacious sophistication. 

As the night progresses to party mode this urban oasis transforms into a 
glamorous party space, complete with an advanced sound system for you 

and your guests to shake it out.

Parties, Meetings & Event at Melbourne Place
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FOR YOUR
WEDDING

The ultimate place to say I do. Celebrate limitless love in a setting 
of contemporary elegance, your wedding day will be a truly 

unforgettable event at Melbourne Place. Our team will ensure your 
day is flawless with expectational service and inspired food and 

beverage menus, prepared by our hatted chef, allowing you to be in 
the moment and revel in your day.

Setting the stage for a truly magnificent wedding, the spaces at Melbourne Place 
embody chic design boasting a flexible layout, allowing you to customise the 

space to create your dream event.
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ABOUT
MELBOURNE

PLACE



Mid Air Rooftop

Event Spaces

Boutique Retailers

Hotel

Restaurant & Bar

A MULTIFACETED 
PLACE

About Melbourne Place 7



Mid Air Rooftop

A coming together of nostalgic Mediterranean flavours 
from the vibrant sun kissed fare of Greece, Turkey, Spain 
and Italy, finished with elevation from the French culinary 
repertoire.

Hotel

Relax in urban luxury. Melbourne Place is a destination 
to experience the vibrant soul of the city with 191 luxury 
rooms and suits. 

Dining

Feed your passion for the Melbourne culinary scene with 
delicious dining at desitnational restaurant on the ground 
floor and moody basement bar. 

A MULTIFACETED 
PLACE
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Event Spaces

Spanning two levels of the property, events at Melbourne 
Place are expertly executed to suit your style.
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STAY
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EVERYDAY

Considered in design, the everyday rooms effortlessly adapt to 
your needs. Bespoke designed Jardan Bear chair offers a 

comfortable spot to stay productive or to relax and enjoy a 
moment of tranquillity. Frette linen promises a restful night’s sleep, 

amplify your daily routine with Leif amenities and walk in rain 
shower and indulge in complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol).

• Urban Views

• Frette Linen

• Leif Amenities

• Rain Shower

• Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol)

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances

• St Remio tea & coffee

EVERYDAY QUEEN

EVERYDAY KING

EVERYDAY TWIN

EVERYDAY ACCESSIBLE
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URBAN

URBAN SOAK

URBAN
Space to recline, recharge and re-connect with a king size bed 

draped in Frette linen. Jardan Bear chair and window lounge, 
perfect for city dreaming. Curved walk-in rain shower is made 

more indulgent with Aesop amenities. 

• Window Lounge  

• Frette Linen

• Aesop Amenities

• Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol)

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances

• St Remio tea & coffee

URBAN CORNER

A large soak tub will make your stay unforgettable. Wrap yourself in 
a decadent robe and sink into the embrace of a king size bed 

draped in Frette linen. Warm contemporary furnishings including 
the bespoke Jardan Bear chair and window bench seat.

• Soak Tub  

• Frette Linen

• Aesop Amenities

• Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol)

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances

• St Remio tea & coffee

Sophisticated warm tones and contemporary design featuring a 
king size bed and lounge area. Large soak tub with city views and 
local Aesop amenities. Step out to the balcony and be engulfed by 

the energy drenched Melbourne air.

• Soak Tub  

• Balcony

• Aesop Amenities

• Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol)

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances

• St Remio tea & coffee
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SUITES

TWILIGHT

HORIZON

Unwind in comfort or host soirées with living and dining space fit 
with rich and textured furnishings. Step out to the balcony or 

indulge in the ultimate relaxation with Aesop amenities, large soak 
tub, walk in rain shower.

• Frette Linen  

• Balcony

• Soak Tub

• Dyson Hairdryer

• Aesop Amenities

• Living and Dining space

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances

• Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol)

• Urban Views

With spaces to spread out this is a haven for two or perfect for 
entertaining, Horizon offers space to host dinner parties or relax in 
the lounge. Connect with the pulse of the city and step out to the 

balcony where an urban view beckons. 

• Frette Linen  

• Balcony

• Soak Tub

• Dyson Hairdryer

• Aesop Amenities

• Living and Dining space

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances

• Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol)

• Urban Views
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PENTHOUSE

DAWN PENTHOUSE

Bathed in light from sunrise to sunset, take your stay to unparalleled 
heights. Entertain in sophisticated comfort with spacious interiors 
expertly styled with Jardan custom lounge, vast dining space to 

host 12, in-room bar and butler’s pantry. For a musical touch play a 
tune on the Baby Grand Piano. Dream deeply in the king size bed 

wrapped in Frette linens. Aesop amenities accompany a large soak 
tub, luxurious walk-in rain shower and double vanity. 

Complimentary mini bar (excluding alcohol).

• Frette Linen  

• Balcony

• Soak Tub

• Dyson Hairdryer

• Aesop Amenities

• Butler’s Pantry

• Baby Grand Piano

• Living space

• Dining space

• In-suite Bar

• Nespresso & Smeg appliances
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EVENT
SPACES
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EMERALD

THE TERRACE

OLIVE

SAGE 
BAR

JADE

Room Capacity

Emerald 250+ 166

Olive 50 24

Jade 40 24

Sage Bar 100
-

Magenta - 14

Russell Street

M
elbourne Pl.

LEVEL 1

THE SPACES
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EMERALD

Experience the luxurious design of Emerald, perfect for corporate 
events, product launches and celebrations. With room to discover, 

dine and dance events are unforgettable with Emeralds 
contemporary style and feel. Set adjacent to an open air terrace 

overlooking the heart of the city. 

Seated
Up to 166 guests

Cocktail
Up to 250 guests

269sqm
Total floorspace

AT 269SQM EMERALD IS THE 
MOST SPACIOUS SPACE AT 

MELBOURNE PLACE
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OLIVE

Seated
Up to 24 guests

Cocktail
Up to 50 guests

68sqm
Total floorspace

Host a board meeting or intimate event in style at Olive. Bathed in 
natural light and effortless in design, Olive is an urban space suited 

perfectly to a meeting, celebration, meeting or party.  

AT 68SQM OLIVE IS A 
CONTEMPORARY HAVEN FOR A 

MID SIZE OCCASION
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JADE

Seated
Up to 24 guests

Cocktail
Up to 40 guests

56sqm
Total floorspace

Stylish and light filled Jade is an ambient space seating up to 
24 guests. Fit for a corporate meeting or intimate event the 

design is contemporary with modern equipment.

AT 56SQM JADE LEANS TO A 
MORE INTIMATE EVENT
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MAGENTA

MAGENTA IS A VERSATILE 
MEETING AND DINING SPACE

Seated
Up to 14 guests

33sqm
Total floorspace

An a la mode meeting space, Magenta is set as a boardroom 
and fit with modern AV equipment. Hosting up to 14 guests, 

this is an ideal place for board meeting or private dining.
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EXAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

Total seated: 144

Eight long tables seating 36 each arranged into two rows running 
between the Emerald and Olive rooms.

Total seated: 166

20 tables seating 8 each arranged between the Emerald and Olive 
rooms with the bridal party seated at the end of the room.
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FOOD AND
DRINK
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THE FOOD

“We aspire to curate unforgettable experiences 
through our exceptional culinary and beverage menus, 

breathtaking spaces, and unparalleled hospitality.”

Executive Chef
Nick Deligiannis

A hatted chef and the holder of the 2023 Good Food 
Young Chef of the Year, Nick brings to the table fresh, 
local and tasty ingredients with menus to suit any affair.

Catering to your event we offer bespoke private dining and 
cocktail menus, day delegate packages and an inspired selection 

of beverage packages. 
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MID AIR

ROOFTOP RESTAURANT

LEVEL 12

 

Mid Air is amplified dining designed to share.

Nostalgic Mediterranean cuisine infused with French 
techniques. The coming together of vibrant sun kissed 

flavours from Greece, Turkey, Spain and Italy, elevated with 
French finishes. 

The sweet spot between fancy and fun.

Food and Drink



For more information or to arrange an on site preview, contact:

events@melbourneplace.com.au 
+61 404 758 779 


